
S C A N N I N G

QR code 
5 quick use cases

After the individual scans the QR code, Resulticks prefills their 
messenger with an SMS message. If the individual hits send, their 
mobile number will be seamlessly captured and added to their 
personal profile.

Consent-driven mobile
number capture
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+
I’m interested in receiving more 
offers and communications from 
Vision!

Send

Vision
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Joyce Dylan

123456@happyy.com

Gender

Mobile number

Interests

Sign Up

Vision
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Joyce Dylan

123456@happyy.com

Gender

Mobile number

Interests

Sign Up

happyy
Search Destination

More

Flight Train Taxi

BusHotel

Our Recommendation view all

details

City, Country

Hi, Joyce Dylan

Happyy

20% off
mobile phone 

accessories

X

Purchase now!
The individual scans the QR code, Resulticks will not only 
prefill known attributes in their sign-up form, but also tailor 
an offer to their specific propensities, past purchase 
behavior, and more.

App download
with individualized offer

To make signing up for their brand’s rewards program easy, 
sales reps can encourage customers to scan a QR code that 
takes them to the program registration page, partially 
pre-filled based on data already collected.

In-store rewards program
signup

Customers at brick-and-mortar stores can scan a QR code 
and refer others who are then targeted with offers to 
redeem discount coupons or other rewards.

Referral by walk-in
customers
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Referral 

Aaron Mick
Work (773) 780-4507

Refer Now

Arun
Work (91) 2244-5454

Refer Now

Aashik
Work (91) 4580-8080

Refer Now

Aru
Work (773) 780-4507

Refer Now

Adhi
Work (91) 4580-8080

Refer Now

aveer
Work (91) 2244-5454

Refer Now

alan
Work (773) 780-4507

Refer Now

A
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Send message+

Hi Bruce! 
Click this link now to redeem 
100 award points on your next 
Vision purchase! 
Vision purchsase/in

Vision
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Become a member now

Dennis

dennis17523@happyy.com

Gender

Mobile number

Fashion preferences

VisionRewards
membership

Redirection to relevant
pages after a campaign

When customers scan a QR code associated with a specific 
campaign, Resulticks will redirect them to a landing page with 
associated content and relevant offers.
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Learn what Resulticks can do for your brand.

REQUEST A DEMO
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